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Abstract

With the rapid increase in the research of promising technologies such as
vehicle platooning, which are trying to find more fuel-e�cient ways of op-
erating our transportation systems, complex questions requiring creative
solutions arise. Regarded as an up-and-coming technology that is expected
to be highly relevant and widely applied in the near future, vehicle platoon-
ing allows the smart manipulation of the tra�c by grouping two or more
vehicles into a single convoy and coordinating its behavior, all the while
guaranteeing a safe and fuel-e�cient freight operation.

This thesis tackles the specific problem in which two platoons of heavy-
duty vehicles (HDVs), coming from di↵erent highways, would like to be
merged into a single one and remain driving as a larger platoon using the
least amount of fuel possible. This can be beneficial if the HDVs need to
travel a long distance after the merging point and fuel savings of up to
8% can be achieved by platooning along this trajectory. The focus lies on
the calculation of the optimal input policies that minimize the fuel con-
sumption of both platoons while completing the merging maneuver. Some
theoretical background on optimal control and the minimum principle is
introduced and it is consequently applied on a nonlinear model of the HDVs
dynamics. The culmination of this approach is the solution of the input-
constrained, free end-time optimization problem. Due to the non-linearity
of the model and the conditions set by the minimum principle numerical
integration techniques, such as the shooting method, are also presented.

In a final stage, this optimization tool is used together with shrinking hori-
zon model predictive control to create a controller that is capable of ac-
counting for disturbances, speed constraints and model uncertainties. The
final result of this thesis is a control algorithm that can merge two platoons
of any length, even in the presence of undesirable disturbances by correcting
the optimal policies accordingly, in the most fuel-e�cient manner.
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Nomenclature

Symbols

hP Distance Horizon of Platoon Set [m]

hM Distance Horizon of Merging Set [m]

xP (t) Distance of Platoon Set to Merging Point [m]

xM(t) Distance of Merging Set to Merging Point [m]

vP0 Initial Velocity of Platoon Set [m
s
]

vM0 Initial Velocity of Merging Set [m
s
]

vend Merging Velocity [m
s
]

T Merging Time [s]

uP (t) Input Acceleration of Platoon Set [m
s2
]

uM(t) Input Acceleration of Merging Set [m
s2
]

J(~u(t)) Cost Functional [m
2

s3
]

� Cost Tuning Parameter [�]

L(~x, ~u) Lagrange Function [m
2

s4
]

xi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 New coordinates [m, m
s
]

H(~x, ~u, ~p) Hamiltonian function [m
2

s4
]

~f(~x, ~u) Dynamics function [m
s
, m
s2
]

~p(t) Adjoint Equations [m
s3
, m
s2
]

~x ⇤(t) Optimal Trajectory [m]

~u ⇤(t) Optimal Input Policy [m
s2
]

~p ⇤(t) Optimal Adjoint Equations [m
s3
, m
s2
]

T ⇤ Optimal Merging Time [s]

piP for i = 1, 2 Adjoint States of Platoon Set [m
s3
, m
s2
]

piM for i = 1, 2 Adjoint States of Merging Set [m
s3
, m
s2
]

a, b, a0, b0 Integration Constants [m
s3
, m
s2
]

uPmax Upper Acceleration Constraint of Platoon Set [m
s2
]

uPmin
Lower Acceleration Constraint of Platoon Set [m

s2
]

uMmax Upper Acceleration Constraint of Merging Set [m
s2
]

uMmin
Lower Acceleration Constraint of Merging Set [m

s2
]

g Gravitational Acceleration [m
s2
]
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Chapter 1

Introduction

”Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.”

Albert Einstein

1.1 Motivation

With the ever increasing demand for transportation due to the steady
growth of the human’s population, the tra�c systems around the world
are being pushed to its limits. People spend more and more time sitting
in their vehicles being stuck in tra�c jams caused by the obvious excess of
cars on the roads. But is it really the large amount of vehicles circulating
on the streets that causes this nightmare? Or is part of the problem just
the sub-optimal way in which humans drive their cars? According to the
American Highways Users Alliance, 25% of the congestions are caused by
tra�c incidents such as accidents, double lane parking or inadequate use of
the roadways [4]. Apart from the unpleasant consequences of having to sit
through tra�c, some other harmful side e↵ects are, for example, the dam-
age done to the environment due to the CO2 emissions or the monetary
cost that arises with a higher fuel consumption.

Over the last few years, vehicle platooning has been regarded as the so-
lution to most of these problems. Vehicle platooning is the grouping of
two or more vehicles in a single convoy, which are driving at a short in-
termediate distance from each other, in order to decrease the overall air
resistance acting on its members and, therefore, considerably reduce the
fuel consumption [3]. The fuel reduction possibilities are not only influ-
enced by the reduction in the air drag that the vehicles experience. It is
also a direct consequence of smarter driving. Vehicle platooning has the
potential to turn the tra�c system as a whole into a continuous automated
coordination that constantly optimizes the trajectories of the vehicles in
the system. This means that in a future, hopefully not too far from today,

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

all human actions behind the wheel could be potentially replaced by smart
controllers that drive in a more fuel and time e�cient manner. This would
automatically decrease the CO2 emissions as well as reduce the amount
of accidents and, therefore, tra�c on the roads. The biggest motivation
behind this work, though, is the reduction of the fuel consumption and the
cost savings that accompany it. According to [1], the fuel savings for the
following trucks of a platoon can be up to 8% on a typical Swedish highway.

Figure 1.1: Platoon of three HDVs traveling along a highway. Image taken
from [1].

Even though vehicle platooning appears to be a great solution to our tra�c
problems, there are still many scenarios that need to be considered and
questions that require an answer before it can be fully applied. In order to
exploit the benefits of platooning, a good coordination of the transportation
units is necessary. Ideally, all the vehicles in a tra�c network would travel
most of the time as platoons and profit from the fuel reductions of doing so.
Since most of them probably do not share a common point of origin and
destination, merging and splitting maneuvers must be executed to bring
them into a common route in which they can actually platoon. This thesis
tackles the specific problem of merging two sets of platoons, coming from
two di↵erent paths, into a single one and assure that they remain driving as
one larger platoon after the merging maneuver. The objects to be merged
are heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs) and the roads in which they are driving are
highways. HDVs are a great target for implementing platooning since their
large size and frontal area make their fuel consumption very responsive to
changes in the air drag. In addition to this, they usually drive on highways
at higher speeds than normal cars in crowded cities, making the air drag
reduction and the savings of the fuel even more notorious.
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1.2 Outline

This thesis is divided into two main chapters. The first one, in Chapter
2, presents the basic framework of optimal control theory applied to the
solution of this problem. In addition to this, it shows the results of the op-
timal policies obtained when a nonlinear system representing the dynamics
of the HDVs is considered.

The second part, in Chapter 3, applies the optimization procedure devel-
oped in the first chapter and uses it in a special type of model predictive
control setting to account for disturbances and simulate a real-life scenario.
The last section presents the conclusions of the thesis as well as further de-
velopments and implementations that should be considered.





Chapter 2

Optimal Control of Platoon
Merging Maneuvers

2.1 Scope

Before diving into the mathematical solution of the merging maneuver it is
convenient to define the context in which the problem is relevant and, more
importantly, under which circumstances it should be applied. As displayed
in Figure 2.1, consider a platoon of HDVs that is traveling from point A to
point C and a second platoon of HDVs that is driving from point B to C.
They both share a common route to its destination, namely, from point 0
to C.

Without the help of vehicle platooning, which is how nearly all of these
procedures are executed nowadays, each platoon would travel separately
to their destination, hereby typically maintaining a constant speed. This
would imply a cost of

JS = JS,1 + JS,2

=
�
J I
S,1 + J II

S,1

�
+
�
J I
S,2 + J II

S,2

�
.

(2.1)

The cost function J will be formally presented in the next sections. For
the moment, consider it as a function that penalizes the acceleration and
braking of the platoons, i.e., a value that quantifies the fuel consumption.
In (2.1), JS,1 represents the fuel cost of platoon 1, which is the sum of the
fuel costs over segments I and II, denoted by J I

S,1 and J II
S,1, respectively.

JS,2 is the fuel cost of platoon 2, which is again, the sum of the components
of the respective segments J I

S,2 and J II
S,2.

If the platoons adjust their velocities in such a way that they meet at point
0 and continue driving as a larger platoon until C, the cost yields

5



6 Chapter 2. Optimal Control of Platoon Merging Maneuvers

Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the merging maneuver.

JT = JM + JP

=
�
JM,1 + JM,2

�
+
�
JP,1 + JP,2

�
.

(2.2)

This means that the overall cost of driving together is the sum of the cost
of merging JM , executed in part I, plus the cost of driving as a platoon
JP , executed in part II. Each one of these is composed by the fuel cost
of the individual platoons, namely, JM,1 and JP,1 for platoon 1 and JM,2

and JP,2 for platoon 2. By merging it is meant the maneuver in which both
platoons coming from their respective routs arrive at the same moment and
with the exact same speed to point 0. Similar to the case when a vehicle
coming from a ramp accelerates to match the speed limit and merges into
a highway. It is assumed that

JM � J I
S,1 + J I

S,2, (2.3)

JP < J II
S,1 + J II

S,2. (2.4)

Expression (2.3) states that the cost of merging both platoons at point 0
is equally or more expensive than letting them drive with a constant speed
until that point. This is coherent since merging them will require adjusting
the velocity of the platoons, i.e., either accelerating or braking, in order
to make them meet at a specific time, geographical position and velocity.
Inequality (2.4), on the other hand, describes the fact that driving from
0 to C as a platoon is cheaper than driving separately. This is clear too
since, as pointed out in the introduction, vehicle platooning reduces the
overall fuel consumption of the HDVs if a platoon-type of configuration
is adopted. For a more detailed explanation of the fuel savings of vehicle
platooning please refer to [1].
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For a merging maneuver to be beneficial, it is desired that

JM + JP < JS. (2.5)

In words, it is desired that the cost of merging plus the cost of driving as
a platoon is smaller that the cost of traveling separately. But as it can be
deduced from expressions (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4), the value of JS depends on
a term that is always smaller than JM and a term that is always greater
than JP . Therefore, if JP tends to zero, i.e, the destination point C is
too close to the merging point 0, then JM + 0 > JS and condition (2.5) is
violated, hence no merging maneuver should be executed. In the opposite
case in which C is very far away from 0, the merging cost JM becomes
negligible, therefore, 0 + JP < JS and condition (2.5) is fulfilled, i.e., it is
profitable to merge the platoons. Based on this analysis, some important
conclusion can be extracted:

• Whether condition (2.5) is respected or not depends entirely on the
distances A0, B0, 0C, the initial velocities of the platoons and the
merging velocity. This thesis does not cover any part of this analysis.
Refer to [9] for related conditions about the coordination of platoons.

• With that being said, if condition (2.5) is not violated, it is only pos-
sible to capitalize on the advantages of having a smaller cost due to
platooning along 0C, if the platoons can merge. This thesis focuses
on the actual execution of the merging maneuver. So it is assumed
that condition (2.5) holds, i.e., that it is productive to merge. In
practice, there might be a high-level supervisor that decides whether
to merge or not. Given the decision to merge, this thesis solves the
problem of optimizing the maneuver itself. The opposite case is ap-
plicable too, namely, that the analysis in this thesis might be helpful
for the high-level supervisor as it characterizes the cost of merging in
(2.5).

For this reason, the focus now will lay on section I of Figure 2.1 in order
to find the necessary control actions to merge the platoons.
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2.2 Problem Formulation

As briefly mentioned in the last section, the goal is to minimize the fuel
consumption of two platoons, coming from di↵erent highways, that will
merge at a specific predefined location. It is also desired that the merging
velocity of both platoons, which is the speed that they will have at point
0, is the same so that they can continue driving as one larger platoon after
they have merged. Optimal control theory provides the means to calculate
the control strategies for the merging procedure, guaranteeing an optimal
and fuel-e�cient solution.

Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of the merging problem.

In this thesis, one platoon will be characterized as the platoon set and the
other one as the merging set in order to establish a hierarchy between the
two and give the priority to the former and not to the latter. Giving the
priority means that the platoon set will have less velocity changes along
the merging maneuver and, therefore, maintain a more constant speed. It
can be interpreted as the case in which a platoon of two HDVs is driving
along a highway and just one HDV, coming from a di↵erent route, would
like to catch up to the platoon and merge into that particular highway.
For this regard, the smaller platoon, or in this example a single HDV, will
always be assumed to be the merging set and have to adapt to the tra-
jectory of the larger platoon set. This means that the merging set will be
more responsive and, therefore, trying to catch up to the behavior of the
platoon set and not the other way around. This notation, however, has no
influence on the solution of the problem and it purely serves as a label for
the sets. The actual mathematical priority will be given in the form of a
weighting parameter in the cost of the optimization problem, as presented
in Section 2.3.1.
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The graphical representation of the problem is shown in Figure 2.2, where
xP and xM represent the displacement development, during a time horizon
T , of the platoon set and of the merging set, respectively. The variables
hP and hM are the distance horizons of each set of HDVs, i.e., the initial
distance to the merging point, which is signified as 0 in the figure. The
platoon set has an initial velocity upon reaching its horizon of vP0 while
the merging set of vM0 . The objective of the merging maneuver is that
xP (T ) = xM(T ) = 0, assuming that the initial horizons of both sets are
characterized by a negative value, and that vP (T ) = vM(T ) = vend, where
vend represents the merging velocity.

To summarize, the target is to solve the scenario in which two platoons of
HDVs would like to merge and keep on driving as a larger one, whilst being
as fuel e�cient as possible. The next sections present the mathematical
solution to this problem with an optimal control approach.
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2.3 Basic Model

The goal of the following section is to present the theoretical base behind
this particular optimal control problem. Later on, an expanded model will
be used to show the results of this procedure in a more realistic scenario.

2.3.1 Optimization Problem

Figure 2.3: Graphical representation of the HDV’s model showing the act-
ing forces.

In order to understand the theory behind the solution of this problem
more easily, a simple model of the dynamics of the HDVs will be derived.
This will allow to compute an analytical solution of the optimal control
problem and, thereby, give some insight on the behavior of the system.
First, the HDVs are assumed to be a point mass on which no air drag,
rolling friction or gravitational forces are acting. As shown in Figure 2.3,
the only force acting on the vehicles is the traction force Ftraction, which
will later become the input of the system. After applying Newton’s second
law and normalizing by the mass, the following set of di↵erential equations
is obtained

ẍP (t) = uP (t),

ẍM(t) = uM(t),
(2.6)

where uP (t) and uM(t) are the control inputs of the system for the platoon
set and the merging set, respectively. The variables ẍP (t) and ẍM(t) repre-
sent the acceleration of the states xP and xM as presented in Figure 2.2. As
already mentioned, this model is equivalent to only considering a traction
force acting on the vehicles, momentarily forgetting about the e↵ect of the
air drag and the rolling friction.

Based on Figure 2.2, the initial and final conditions that the system of
equations (2.6) is subject to are described by

xP (0) = �hP , xM(0) = �hM ,

xP (T ) = 0, xM(T ) = 0,

ẋP (0) = vP0 , ẋM(0) = vM0 ,

ẋP (T ) = vend, ẋM(T ) = vend.

(2.7)
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It is desired that the final velocity of both platoons is the same, namely
vend, by the time T at which they merge. This aligns both sets of HDVs,
which allows them to keep on driving along the highway, after the merging
maneuver, as one larger platoon. The goal is to accomplish this task using
the least amount of fuel. This yields the cost functional given by

J(~u(t)) =

TZ

0

u2
P (t) + �u2

M(t) dt =

TZ

0

L(~x, ~u) dt. (2.8)

The vector ~u(t) = [uP (t), uM(t)]> contains the input accelerations and
~x(t) = [xP (t), xM(t)]> the states of the system. L(~x, ~u) represents the
Lagrange equation that has to be minimized over the time horizon T . The
reason why this particular form is used is because the sum of the squares of
the inputs penalizes any acceleration that must be applied in order to follow
the optimal trajectory and also the braking of the HDVs, assuring that the
amount of fuel that is used is minimized. The tuning parameter � is used
for, as briefly mentioned in the last section, giving priority to the platoon
set by making its value smaller than 1. This means that the control cost of
the merging set is cheaper, making its behavior more responsive than the
one of the platoon set. With this in mind, the formal optimization problem
is represented in the form

min
uP ,uM

TZ

0

u2
P (t) + �u2

M(t) dt,

s. t. (2.6), (2.7).

(2.9)

2.3.2 Unconstrained, Fixed End-Time Case

An unconstrained, fixed end-time optimization is the simplest possible case.
In this scenario, both platoons have a fixed moment in time in which they
are assumed to merge and the final state, given as the velocity, is set too.
The accelerations of both sets is unbounded, meaning that they can accel-
erate or decelerate at will.

With the help of the new coordinates ~x = [x1, x2, x3, x4]> = [xP , ẋP , xM , ẋM ]>,
system (2.6) can be written as

~̇x(t) = ~f(~x, ~u) =

2

664

x2

uP

x4

uM

3

775 . (2.10)

This, together with the minimum principle, as formulated by Pontryagin
in 1956 [12], is used to compute the optimal input and trajectories of the
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optimization problem (2.9). The principle states that the Hamiltonian
equation, as defined by [5]

H(~x, ~u, ~p) = L(~x, ~u) + ~p> ~f(~x, ~u), (2.11)

and the optimal state trajectory ~x ⇤(t), optimal input ~u ⇤(t) and optimal
adjoint equations ~p ⇤(t) fulfill the following necessary conditions [5]

~̇x ⇤(t) =
@H(~x ⇤, ~u ⇤, ~p ⇤)

@~p
, ~x ⇤(0) = ~x0, ~x ⇤(T ),= ~xT (2.12)

~̇p ⇤(t) = �@H(~x ⇤, ~u ⇤, ~p ⇤)

@~x
, (2.13)

~u ⇤(t) = argmin
[uP ,uM ]

H(~x ⇤, ~u, ~p ⇤), (2.14)

H(~x ⇤, ~u ⇤, ~p ⇤) = constant, 8 t 2 [0, T ⇤]. (2.15)

Even though the minimum principle and the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
(HJB) equation were developed separately, these expressions can be de-
rived from a particular case of the HJB equation in which only the solution
for a specific set of initial condition ~x0 would like to be computed [7]. A
rigorous derivation of equation (2.11) and conditions (2.12) to (2.15) can
be found in [10]. The vector ~p = [p1P p2P p1M p2M ]> represents the adjoint
equations of the system, where the first two elements correspond to the ad-
joint dynamics of the platoon set and the last two to the adjoint dynamics
of the merging set.

After computing the Hamiltonian

H(~x, ~u, ~p) = u2
P + �u2

M + p1Px2 + p2PuP + p1Mx4 + p2MuM (2.16)

and applying the minimum principle, condition (2.14) yields the following
expression for the optimal inputs

u⇤
P (t) = �1

2
p2,P (t),

u⇤
M(t) = � 1

2�
p2,M(t).

(2.17)

It is clear that the adjoint equations p2,P (t) and p2,M(t) must be found in
order to compute the optimal input trajectories. From condition (2.13),
the expressions
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ṗ1,P (t) = �@H(~x, ~u, ~p)

@x1
, ṗ2,P (t) = �@H(~x, ~u, ~p)

@x2
,

ṗ1,M(t) = �@H(~x, ~u, ~p)

@x3
, ṗ2,M(t) = �@H(~x, ~u, ~p)

@x4
,

(2.18)

allow the calculation of the adjoint equations and, therefore, of the optimal
solutions. After analytically solving the set of equations (2.18) and sub-
stituting the solutions into (2.17), the following structure for the optimal
inputs is obtained

u⇤
P (t) =

1

2
(aP t� bP ),

u⇤
M(t) =

1

2�
(aM t� bM).

(2.19)
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Figure 2.4: Optimal input and velocity profiles for the unconstrained, fixed
end-time case.

To compute the constants aP , aM , bP and bM , the optimal trajectory ~x ⇤(t)
must be found, i.e., the system of di↵erential equations (2.6) has to be
solved using the optimal inputs (2.19). This step is accompanied by four
more integrations, two for the platoon set and two for the merging set,
adding up, together with aP , aM , bP and bM , to 8 unknown constants. These
are determined by solving the system of algebraic equations that arises af-
ter considering the 8 initial and final conditions (2.7).

Figure 2.4 shows the optimal input ~u ⇤(t) and optimal trajectory ~x ⇤(t) for a
specific set of initial and final conditions, namely [hP , vP0 , hM , vM0 , vend, T ] =
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[1500m, 90km
h
, 2000m, 75km

h
, 100km

h
, 80s]. It can be seen that the optimal in-

puts have, indeed, a linear profile as presented in (2.19). Also, appreciated
in the figure is the fact that the platoon set has to considerably decrease
its speed before accelerating again in order to reach the merging velocity.
The reason for this is that one, it has a shorter distance horizon to travel to
the merging point and two, its initial speed is greater than the one of the
merging set. Since both have to merge at the exact same time, the platoon
set has to wait for the merging set by decreasing its speed to almost 50km

h
.

Another crucial thing to mention about this fixed end-time optimization
problem is that it is equivalent to solving two separately optimization prob-
lems, namely, one for the platoon set and one for the merging set. This
means that there is no real interaction between the platoons. If a specific
arrival time, merging position and final speed is imposed on a set, there
is no room for a real compound optimization to take place, there is just
a solution that fulfills the initial and final conditions by minimizing the
fuel consumption of each individual set and not the fuel cost of both sets
together. This detail could be solved by letting the optimization adjust the
end-time T in such a way that it minimizes the overall fuel consumption.
This is known as a free end-time problem and it will be discussed in the
next section.

2.3.3 Unconstrained, Free End-Time Case

In this scenario, the end time T is not fixed. It is an extra degree of
freedom that can be used to further optimize the system. The way to
approach this through optimal control is to set the Hamiltonian equal to
zero at the optimal solution and for all times [7], this means that condition
(2.15) becomes

H(~x ⇤, ~u ⇤, ~p ⇤) = 0, 8 t 2 [0, T ⇤]. (2.20)

The time T ⇤ represents the optimal merging time. Condition (2.20) arises
due to the additional free variable end-time T . The motivation behind
this approach is the fact that (2.20) allows to compute a time horizon
T ⇤ that is beneficial for both sets of platoons since the Hamiltonian, as
presented in (2.16), involves both inputs uP and uM , becoming the bridge
between the two separate optimizations. Figure 2.5 shows the optimal
input for the same initial and final conditions as in the last section but
this time allowing also an optimization over the time. This method yields
the solution that minimizes the cost function (2.8) if the end-time T is
variable. By comparing Figure 2.4 to 2.5, it is possible to see that, as
already mentioned, the time horizon decreases from 80s to 72s. In addition
to this, the lowest velocity that the platoon set reaches is well above 60km

h
.

Also, the merging set possesses larger acceleration values of the optimal
input policy since it merges in a shorter time.
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Figure 2.5: Optimal input and velocity profiles for the unconstrained, free
end-time case.

A free end-time problem is, therefore, equivalent to solving the fix end-
time problem for several time horizons and choosing the one that yields
the lowest overall cost. Another important feature that arises with the
introduction of the free end-time problem is the e↵ect of the tuning param-
eter �. Since there exists an interaction between the optimization of the
platoon set and the merging set in the free end-time case, it is now possible
to use � to weigh the cost of the inputs. A longer discussion about this
topic will be given in Section 2.5.1.

2.3.4 Input-Constrained, Fixed End-Time Case

Now, the case is considered in which the HDVs have a limited accelera-
tion/deceleration capacity. This is a relevant scenario since in practice the
HDVs do not posses the capacity to infinitely accelerate nor brake, so it
is important to compute a solution that accounts, and compensates, for
these limitations. It must be pointed out that this case is brought back to
being a fixed end-time optimization problem. The reason for this is that
all the solutions for the basic model were computed analytically and the
introduction of a input-constrained, free-end time problem is too complex
to be solved by hand. Nevertheless, the goal of this section is just to present
the mathematical conditions that arise by having a free end-time problem
or constraints on the inputs. The final input-constrained, free end-time
scenario will be formally presented in the next sections for a nonlinear
model of the HDVs where the optimization is solved numerically and not
analytically. Going back to this case, the input constraints take the form
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uPmin
 uP (t)  uPmax ,

uMmin
 uM(t)  uMmax .

(2.21)

For the sake of illustration, the example discussed in the last section will
be considered. It will be assumed that the platoon set violates a lower
boundary for decelerating and remains below the upper boundary for ac-
celeration. On the other hand, the merging set encounters the opposite
problem, namely, it violates the upper acceleration limit but not the lower
deceleration limit. In this example, the lowest acceleration for the pla-
toon set is uPmin

= �0.2m
s2

and the highest acceleration for the merging
platoon uMmax = 0.3m

s2
. Under these conditions, one approach for solving

this particular problem is to set the structure of the optimal input a priori
by spotting the places in which the optimal accelerations from Figure 2.5
violate the input constraints [11]. Given these boundaries and looking at
Figure 2.5, the platoon set input must have the following structure

u⇤
P (t) =

8
<

:

uPmin
, 0  t  tP ,

1
2(aP t� bP ), tP  t  T ,

while the merging set must have a similar structure

u⇤
M(t) =

8
<

:

uMmax , 0  t  tM ,

1
2� (aM t� bM), tM  t  T .
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Figure 2.6: Optimal input and velocity profiles for the input-constrained,
fixed end-time case.
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In this type of input-constrained problems, the changing times tP and tM
must be computed as part of the optimization procedure. In the last ex-
ample, only one changing time was needed per control input, but this
number can be up to two if the optimal acceleration violates the upper
and lower boundaries. Figure 2.6 shows the optimal input and optimal
trajectories for the input-constrained, fixed end-time optimization using
the same initial and final conditions as in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 but with
[uPmin

, uPmax , uMmin
, uMmax ] = [�0.2m

s2
,1,�1, 0.3m

s2
]. The end-time T is

chosen to be the same as in the free end-time case, namely, 72s. It can
be seen that the optimal inputs, indeed, respect the boundaries and com-
pensate accordingly. For example, the optimal input of the platoon set is
bounded to be �0.2m

s2
and the changing time tP is chosen, as part of the

optimization, in such a way that it fulfills the final conditions. It can also
be appreciated how the maximum acceleration of the platoon set is higher
than in the unconstrained case since now it must compensate for having a
lower boundary for a portion of the maneuver. The biggest concern about
this fixed end-time case is the fact that a solution may not exist. This could
happen if the time horizon T was too short and one of the sets did not have
enough time to meet the final conditions given the acceleration constraints.
A free end-time optimization would not face this problem since it would
simply extend the time horizon in order to meet the final conditions.

Also, this approach works well if the optimal inputs are linear as presented
in equations (2.19). Section 2.4.3 will present a more general approach
of solving these types of problems by taking advantage of the numerical
methods that are used to compute the solution.
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2.4 Nonlinear Model

The objective of this section is to take the theoretical base presented in
Section 2.3 and use it to solve a more elaborated version of the model. Due
to the higher complexity, numerical methods such as the shooting method
have to be used in order to compute the optimal solution. The actual
procedure is displayed in the last subsection.

2.4.1 Optimization Problem

Figure 2.7: Forces acting on a single HDV.

In contrast to Section 2.3.1, it is possible to stop modeling the HDVs as
point masses and make the transition to more realistic vehicle models. So
for the purpose of creating a more complete model of the HDVs, as shown
in Figure 2.7, two additional forces are introduced, namely, the air drag
force and the rolling friction force. Both of them act in the opposite direc-
tion to the motion of the vehicle and are responsible for slowing it down.
After considering these forces and applying Newton’s second law, the set
of dynamic equations (2.6) is expanded into the following expressions

ẍP (t) = uP (t)� crP g � ⇢

2

✓
cd A

m

◆

P

· ẋ2
P (t),

ẍM(t) = uM(t)� crM g � ⇢

2

✓
cd A

m

◆

M

· ẋ2
M(t),

(2.22)

where the term �cr g accounts for the normalized force due to the rolling
friction on a horizontal surface and the term �⇢

2(
cd A
m

) · ẋ2(t) for the nor-
malized force due to the air drag. The rolling friction coe�cient is given
by cr, g represents the gravitational acceleration, ⇢ the air density, cd the
aerodynamic coe�cient, A the frontal area and m the mass of the HDVs. A
crucial thing to mention is the fact that, formally, this is a model of a single
HDV, but in this thesis it is used to model a platoon of HDVs. The easiest
way to consider this in the dynamic equations (2.22) is to sum up the mass
of all the HDVs of the platoon and merging set into the parameters mP
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and mM , respectively. The second thing that must be considered is the
alteration of the air drag coe�cient cdP and cdM , due to the platoon forma-
tion. Refer to [1] to have a better understanding of how these coe�cients
are a↵ected. Apart from that, the frontal areas, gravitational acceleration,
rolling friction coe�cients and density remain unchanged.

The initial and final conditions to execute a merging maneuver remain the
same, namely

xP (0) = �hP , xM(0) = �hM ,

xP (T ) = 0, xM(T ) = 0,

ẋP (0) = vP0 , ẋM(0) = vM0 ,

ẋP (T ) = vend, ẋM(T ) = vend.

(2.23)

As already mentioned, the goal is that the final velocity of both platoons
is the same, guaranteeing that both sets of HDVs arrive in a platoon-type
of configuration to the merging point. This will allow them to keep on
driving as one longer platoon. It is desired to accomplish this task using
the least possible amount of fuel, which yields the same cost functional
(2.8) as before

J(~u(t)) =

TZ

0

u2
P (t) + �u2

M(t) dt =

TZ

0

L(~x, ~u) dt. (2.24)

The complete optimization problem to be solved is given by

min
uP ,uM

TZ

0

u2
P (t) + �u2

M(t) dt,

s. t. (2.22), (2.23).

(2.25)

This means that the optimization problem is exactly the same as (2.8) but
with a di↵erent model, namely, the nonlinear dynamic equations (2.22).

2.4.2 Unconstrained, Fixed End-Time Case

Using the minimum principle, as presented in Section 2.3.2, together with
the new state coordinates ~x = [x1, x2, x3, x4]> = [xP , ẋP , xM , ẋM ]>, the
derivation of the optimal solution follows these steps where the Hamiltonian
becomes
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H(~x, ~u, ~p) = L(~x, ~u) + ~p> ~f(~x, ~u)

= u2
P + p1Px2 + p2PuP � p2P crP g � p2P

⇢

2

✓
cd A

m

◆

P

· x2
2

+ �u2
M + p1Mx4 + p2MuM � p2M crM g � p2M

⇢

2

✓
cd A

m

◆

M

· x2
4.

(2.26)

It is important to notice that there is a quadratic dependence on the velocity
in the term which accounts for the air drag. This property will make the
computation of the solution that much more elaborated. The reason for
this is that it is no longer possible to compute an analytical solution like in
the basic model and, therefore, numerical methods must be applied. The
two systems of equations that arise after applying condition (2.13) to the
new Hamiltonian are the following

ẍ⇤
P (t) +

1

2

✓
cd A

m

◆

P

ẋ⇤2
P (t) +

1

2
p2,P (t) + crP g = 0,

ṗ1,P (t) = 0,

ṗ2,P (t)�
✓
cd A

m

◆

P

ẋ⇤
P (t) p2,P (t) + p1,P (t) = 0,

(2.27)

for the platoon set and

ẍ⇤
M(t) +

1

2

✓
cd A

m

◆

M

ẋ⇤2
M(t) +

1

2�
p2,M(t) + crM g = 0,

ṗ1,M(t) = 0,

ṗ2,M(t)�
✓
cd A

m

◆

M

ẋ⇤
M(t) · p2,M(t) + p1,M(t) = 0,

(2.28)

for the merging set, where the vector ~p = [p1P p2P p1M p2M ]>, again, repre-
sents the adjoint dynamics of both sets. The optimal inputs

u⇤
P (t) = �1

2
p2,P (t),

u⇤
M(t) = � 1

2�
p2,M(t),

(2.29)

are obtained after using condition (2.14). These optimal inputs happen
to have the exact same form as the optimal inputs (2.17) of the simplified
model. Consequently, the set of systems (2.27) and (2.28) must be solved
in order to compute p2,P (t) and p2,M(t) and with them, the optimal input
policies. Systems (2.27) and (2.28) represent a set a of nonlinear di↵erential
equations that must fulfill the initial and final conditions (2.23), turning the
problem into a Boundary Value Problem (BVP). The initial conditions of
the adjoint states will be used as tuning parameters to fulfill the boundary
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conditions of the velocity and position. Due to the higher complexity,
numerical methods, such as the shooting method, have to be applied in
order to compute the solution of this problem. The precise procedure is
explained in Section 2.4.4.
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Figure 2.8: Optimal input, overall acceleration, velocity profile and trajec-
tories for the unconstrained, fixed end-time case of the nonlinear model.

Figure (2.8) shows on the upper left corner the solution of the optimal in-
put with the same initial and final conditions as in Section 2.3.2, namely,
[hP , vP0 , hM , vM0 , vend, T ] = [1500m, 90km

h
, 2000m, 75km

h
, 100km

h
, 80s]. If it

is compared to the plot on the upper right corner, displaying the accel-
eration as felt by the HDVs, it is possible to recognize that the optimal
input acquires larger acceleration values. The reason for this is that the
powertrain must now compensate for the air drag and rolling friction. The
lower two plots show the velocity and displacement of the platoons if the
optimal input is applied. It can be seen that the final conditions of velocity
and position are met by both platoons. By looking at the equivalent un-
constrained, fixed end-time case of the basic model in Figure 2.4, it can be
seen that the velocity profiles remain the same and that the optimal inputs
have nearly the same form but they are shifted towards larger acceleration
values. This is due to the fact that the nonlinear model considers forces
acting against the powertrain force and, therefore, makes the propulsion
e↵ort considerably larger.

2.4.3 Input-Constrained, Free End-Time Case

This particular case is the junction of Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 in which the
input constraints are blended with a free end-time optimization problem.
This scenario is the most realistic and practical one for four main reasons:
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1. The model being used is a fair representation of the dynamics of the
HDVs since the air drag and rolling friction are considered too.

2. The addition of input constraints coincides with the practical appli-
cations since the acceleration/deceleration of the powertrain/braking
system are bounded. Namely,

uPmin
 uP (t)  uPmax ,

uMmin
 uM(t)  uMmax .

(2.30)

3. Solving the free end-time problem minimizes further the fuel con-
sumption, which is the ultimate goal. The free end-time problem
can be interpreted as a fixed end-time problem in which the chosen
end-time minimizes the total cost over all possible end-times.

4. The fact that the fixed end-state problem is solved replicates the
practical applications much better. The end-state that is kept fixed
is the velocity since a specific merging speed, vend, is imposed on the
system. The reason for this is that it is desired that both platoons
merge at a prespecified velocity at a certain geographical position. If
the end-state was free and it was possible to choose one that mini-
mized the fuel consumption further, the end velocity would probably
be much slower than what it is allowed to drive on actual highways.
That is why fixing the end state, or the merging velocity a priori, is
not a bad idea. This argument is also valid for all the other cases that
have been handled thus far in the thesis but it is clarified now since
this nonlinear, input-constrained, free end-time, fixed end-state opti-
mization problem is the most advanced one, compared to the other
cases that were discussed, and deserves a more detailed analysis.

In the implementation of input constraints on the nonlinear model, a dif-
ferent approach than in Section 2.3.4 is taken. The reason for this is that
the structure of the optimal inputs, u⇤

P (t) and u⇤
M(t), is not linear anymore.

This makes the recognition of the structure of the adapted optimal input,
as done in Section 2.3.4, a more challenging task. Taking also advantage of
the numerical methods used to solve this case, with the help of condition
(2.14) and the optimal inputs (2.29), the general structure that the optimal
input policies posses is the following

u⇤
P (t) =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

uPmin
, p2,P (t) > �2 · uPmin

,

�1
2 p2,P (t), �2 · uPmax  p2,P (t)  �2 · uPmin

,

uPmax , p2,P (t) < �2 · uPmax ,
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for the platoon set and

u⇤
M(t) =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

uMmin
, p2,M(t) > �2� · uMmin

,

� 1
2� p2,M(t), �2� · uMmax  p2,M(t)  �2� · uMmin

,

uMmax , p2,M(t) < �2� · uMmax ,

for the merging set. Notice that the values that the optimal inputs acquire,
inside of the acceleration/deceleration boundaries, is the same expression
(2.29) as in the unconstrained case. As already mentioned, in addition to
being an input constrained problem the final time is free too. As demon-
strated in Section 2.3.3, the condition (2.20) must be fulfilled in order to
optimize over the time. After applying the minimum principle the same
systems of equations (2.27) and (2.28) are obtained. The only di↵erence
between the two cases resides in the structure of the optimal inputs and
on condition (2.20). The actual implementation of these conditions is ex-
plained in the next section.
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Figure 2.9: Optimal input, overall acceleration, velocity profile and trajec-
tories for the input-constrained, free end-time case of the nonlinear model.

Figure 2.9 shows on the upper left corner the optimal input considering
the constraints [uPmin

, uPmax , uMmin
, uMmax ] = [�0.2m

s2
, 0.7m

s2
,�0.2m

s2
, 0.4m

s2
]

and the same initial and final conditions as in the last section. If compared
to the upper right plot showing the total acceleration of the HDVs, it is
possible to recognize how even while keeping a constant input acceleration,
if the speed of the HDV is increasing/decreasing, the overall acceleration
will decrease/increase due to the speed dependence of the air drag. The
end-time is adjusted, too, in order to obtain the lowest possible consump-
tion of fuel, accounting for the input constraints. If compared to Figure
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2.8 after adding constraints on the input, optimizing over the time and
keeping the initial and final conditions constant, the ideal time horizon be-
comes T ⇤ = 75.8s. This value of course varies according to the size of the
constraints. Another important tendency of the nonlinear model and the
basic model, for this specific set of initial and final conditions, is that once
the switch to the free end-time case is done, the optimal input response of
the merging set gets steeper due to the reduction of the maneuver duration
T .

2.4.4 Shooting Method

This section will present the numerical method used for solving the set
of equations (2.27) and (2.28). Starting from these equations, the initial
conditions (2.23) and the following new coordinates

~zP (t) =

2

664

z1,P (t)
z2,P (t)
z3,P (t)
z4,P (t)

3

775 =

2

664

x⇤
P (t)

ẋ⇤
P (t)

p1,P (t)
p2,P (t)

3

775 , ~zM(t) =

2

664

z1,M(t)
z2,M(t)
z3,M(t)
z4,M(t)

3

775 =

2

664

x⇤
M(t)

ẋ⇤
M(t)

p1,M(t)
p2,M(t)

3

775 , (2.31)

where the vectors ~zP (t) and ~zM(t) include the dynamics and the adjoint
equations, the problem can be formally presented as a first order system in
this way

~̇zP (t) = ~fP
�
~zP (t)

�
=

2

66664

z2,P (t)

�1
2

⇣
cd·A
m

⌘

P
z22,P (t)� 1

2z4,P (t)� crP · g
0⇣

cd·A
m

⌘

P
z2,P (t) · z4,P (t)� z3,P (t)

3

77775
, (2.32)

with initial and final conditions accounting for the position and velocity of
the platoon set

z1,P (0) = �hP , z2,P (0) = vP0 , z3,P (0) = z3,P0 , z4,P (0) = z4,P0 ,

z1,P (T ) = 0, z2,P (T ) = vend, z3,P (T ) = z3,PT
, z4,P (T ) = z4,PT

,

and

~̇zM(t) = ~fM
�
~zM(t)

�
=

2

66664

z2,M(t)

�1
2

⇣
cd·A
m

⌘

M
z22,M(t)� 1

2�z4,M(t)� crM · g
0⇣

cd·A
m

⌘

M
z2.M(t) · z4,M(t)� z3,M(t)

3

77775
, (2.33)
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with initial and final conditions accounting for the position and velocity of
the merging set

z1,M(0) = �hM , z2,M(0) = vM0 , z3,M(0) = z3,M0 , z4,M(0) = z4,M0 ,

z1,M(T ) = 0, z2,M(T ) = vend, z3,M(T ) = z3,MT
, z4,M(T ) = z4,MT

.

The dynamics and adjoint equations of the platoon set are represented
by ~fP

�
~zP (t)

�
and the ones of the merging set by ~fM

�
~zM(t)

�
. As briefly

hinted in Section 2.4.2, this is a BVP that can be solved with di↵erent
approaches such as the shooting method or the finite di↵erence method.
The choice in this thesis was the former. The reason why this problem is
a BVP is because the merging maneuver, as characterized by the initial
and final conditions, demands a specific position and velocity that the sets
must have at the end of the time horizon T . This fixes the end-states and
turns the problem into a BVP. Therefore, the idea behind the shooting
method is to vary the initial conditions of the states whose initial condi-
tions are not assigned, until the boundary conditions of the desired states
are met. In other words, an Initial Value Problem (IVP) with a specific
set of initial conditions must be solved and with the help of a root finder
method, such as the Newton’s approach, find the ones that solve the BVP.
Applied to this case, this means that the initial conditions of the states
corresponding to the adjoint equations, {z3,P (0) = z3,P0 , z4,P (0) = z4,P0}
for the platoon set and {z3,M(0) = z3,M0 , z4,M(0) = z4,M0} for the merging
set, must be tuned until the boundary conditions of the position and ve-
locity, {z1,P (T ) = 0, z2,P (T ) = vend} for the platoon set and {z1,M(T ) =
0, z2,M(T ) = vend} for the merging set, are fulfilled.

The first step will be to solve the simpler fixed end-time case and then
move on to the more elaborated free end-time scenario. The procedure for
solving a fixed end-time problem is the following [8]. Define the functions

FP,1(z3,P0 , z4,P0) = z1,P (T, z3,P0 , z4,P0)� 0,

FP,2(z3,P0 , z4,P0) = z2,P (T, z3,P0 , z4,P0)� vend,
(2.34)

corresponding to the platoon set and

FM,1(z3,M0 , z4,M0) = z1,M(T, z3,M0 , z4,M0)� 0,

FM,2(z3,M0 , z4,M0) = z2,M(T, z3,M0 , z4,M0)� vend,
(2.35)

to the merging set. According to this definition, z1,P (T, z3,P0 , z4,P0) is
the position of the platoon set at time T for the set of initial conditions
{z3,P0 , z4,P0} corresponding to the adjoint dynamics, automatically turning
the function FP,1(z3,P0 , z4,P0) into a measure of the distance to the required
boundary value. This is also true for the remaining functions FP,2, FM,1

and FM,2. Based on this analysis, the conditions that need to be fulfilled
to successfully solve the BVP are the following
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FP,1(z3,P0 , z4,P0) = 0,

FP,2(z3,P0 , z4,P0) = 0,

FM,1(z3,M0 , z4,M0) = 0,

FM,2(z3,M0 , z4,M0) = 0.

This can be achieved by iterating the IVP for di↵erent initial conditions,
using the Newton’s method for example, until the set of initial conditions of
the adjoint equations yield the correct boundary conditions for the position
and velocity. It is important to notice that the pair of functions (2.34) and
(2.35) are only dependent of the initial conditions of the corresponding set.
This means that, for example, FP,1 is not a function of the initial conditions
of the adjoint equations of the merging set z3,M0 and z4,M0 . The reason for
this is that, as mentioned in Section 2.3.2, when the end-time is fixed, there
is no interaction between the two sets. They can be treated as two separate
optimization problems that do not a↵ect each other, hence the fact that
these functions depend only on the local initial conditions of the adjoint
dynamics.

This is not the case for free end-time problems, though. To simplify the
notation, lets introduce the vector ~s = [z3,P0 , z4,P0 , z3,M0 , z4,M0 , T ]

> that
includes the initial conditions of the adjoint equations of both sets and the
merging maneuver’s duration. When solving the free end-time scenario, as
in Section 2.4.3, condition (2.20) should be considered by introducing the
extra function

FH(~s) = H(~s)� 0, (2.36)

and the pair of functions (2.34) and (2.35) should be updated to

FP,1(~s) = z1,P (~s)� 0,

FP,2(~s) = z2,P (~s)� vend,
(2.37)

and

FM,1(~s) = z1,M(~s)� 0,

FM,2(~s) = z2,M(~s)� vend,
(2.38)

where H, in (2.36), is the Hamiltonian as presented in equation (2.26).
Similarly, the conditions that must be fulfilled are

FP,1(~s) = 0,

FP,2(~s) = 0,

FM,1(~s) = 0,

FM,2(~s) = 0,

FH(~s) = 0.
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In this case, and as mentioned in Section 2.3.3, there is an interaction be-
tween the solution of the platoon and the merging set since the optimized
end-time, considered through the Hamiltonian, involves both inputs uP (t)
and uM(t). The free end-time condition (2.36) can be interpreted as the
bridge between the optimization of the platoon and merging set. This
opens the possibility to consider the e↵ect of the parameter � since now it
can actually have an influence on the compound solution of the system.

The Newton iteration steps that were used to compute the solution have
the following form [8]:

~si+1 = ~si +DF�1 · ~F , (2.39)

where ~F = [FP,1, FP,2, FM,1, FM,2, FH ]> and

DF =

2
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,

defines the Jacobian of the system.
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2.5 Results

This section presents some interesting tendencies and results that were
observed. The goal is to further understand the behavior of the merging
maneuver model presented in Section 2.4.3 by changing some of its initial
conditions. Table 2.1 shows the model parameters used in this section. The
initial and final conditions vary depending on the investigated case and will
be clearly stated at the beginning of each one.

Model Parameters
Air Drag Coe�cient cdP , cdM 0.5
Frontal Area AP , AM 10 m2

Mass mP ,mM 15 t
Rolling Friction Coe�cient crP , crM 0.01
Gravitational Acceleration g 9.81 m

s2

Air Density ⇢ 1.22 kg
m3

Table 2.1: Parameters used in the computation of the results.

2.5.1 E↵ect of tuning parameter �

The cost functional (2.8), which has been the object to minimize in all of
the previous cases, includes the weighting parameter �. The task of this
parameter is to allow varying how the cost of the fuel consumption of the
di↵erent sets of HDVs is weighted. This can be beneficial if one of the sets
should receive the preference of having less control actions over the other
one. It will be assumed, for instance, that the platoon set is conformed by
four HDVs while the merging set only by two. It is intuitive to believe that
weighing the input control uP (t), of the platoon set, higher than the input
control uM(t), of the merging set, is beneficial since it is more expensive to
accelerate/decelerate four HDVs than just two. In this case, the value of �
should be smaller than one. This weighting parameter only has an e↵ect if
the optimization is solved as a free end-time problem for the same reasons
that were discussed in Section 2.4.4. Namely, the free end-time constraint
(2.20) assures the interaction between the optimization of the platoon and
the merging set and opens the possibility to weigh their cost di↵erently.

Initial and Final Conditions
Platoon Set Distance to Merging Point hP 1500 m
Merging Set Distance to Merging Point hM 2000 m
Platoon Set Initial Velocity vP0 90 km

h

Merging Set Initial Velocity vM0 75 km
h

Merging Velocity vend 100 km
h

Table 2.2: Boundary conditions for the computation of the e↵ect of �.

Figure 2.10 shows the response of the optimal input for di↵erent values of
�. The blue lines represent the optimal input trajectories of the platoon
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Figure 2.10: Optimal input response to changes of the tuning parameter �.

set (continuous line) and of the merging set (dashed line) when the value
of � is equal to 0.1. This means that the control actions of the platoon
set are expensive in comparison to the ones of the merging set, hence the
flatter response of the optimal input. The red lines show the opposite case
in which the control actions of the platoon set are cheaper than the ones of
the merging set, in this case the value of � is equal to 10. This causes the
merging set to have a more constant, or not so aggressive, optimal input
trajectory. An interesting point to remark is the fact that the time horizon
T ⇤ gets longer as � increases. As seen on Table 2.2, the distance to the
merging point of the platoon set is shorter than the one of the merging
set. This means that if the optimal input response of the merging set is
more expensive, i.e. � is larger and the profile is flatter, the maneuver is
naturally going to take longer.

2.5.2 Model Behavior

After implementing the nonlinear model, the objective is to understand
better its behavior by varying some initial conditions and trying to verify
if the results are coherent. For this purpose, the fixed end-time case is
momentarily used again.

Constant Time-Distance Horizon Ratio

The first step is to understand how the overall cost, or fuel consumption,
varies if the initial velocity of the merging set, the end-time and the dis-
tance horizons are changed. The idea behind this is to keep the speed of
the platoon set constant throughout the whole merging maneuver, which
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Initial and Final Conditions
Platoon Set Distance to Merging Point hP 1500 m
Merging Set Distance to Merging Point hM 1500 m
Platoon Set Initial Velocity vP0 80 km

h

Merging Velocity vend 80 km
h

Time Horizon T hP

vP0

km
h

Table 2.3: Boundary conditions for the computation of the model behavior.

includes changing the end-time accordingly, and compute the variations in
the cost if the initial speed vM0 and N , for N 2 [0.5, 4], were varied. In
this case, N plays the following role
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Figure 2.11: Normalized cost map as a function of the initial velocity of
the merging set, the end-time and the distance horizon.

N · T = N · hP

vP0

, (2.40)

where T is the end-time, hP the distance horizon of the platoon set, which
was equal to the one of the merging set hM , and vP0 representing the initial
velocity that was kept constant at 80km

h
throughout the whole simulation.

The normalized cost J
h
, where h = hP = hM , can be seen in Figure 2.11

for the initial and final conditions of Table 2.3. The relation between these
values and N is that the distance horizons hP and hM , as well as the time
horizon T vary according to (2.40). This means that if, for example, N = 1
the distance horizons yield hP = hM = 1500m and the time horizon T =
hP

vP0
= 67.5s. If N = 2, the distance horizons change to hP = hM = 3000m

and the time horizon to T = 2 hP

vP0
= 135s. By doing this, it is guaranteed

that the velocity of the platoon set remains constant, at 80km
h
, for all the

di↵erent scenarios. The most important remarks of the results are the
following:
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• The critical portion of the curve is the one where N and vM0 acquire
the lowest values. The cost is higher in this region because the dis-
tance horizon hP = hM that the merging set has in order to accelerate
from 30km

h
to 80km

h
is quite short and it must, therefore, aggressively

accelerate to meet this requirements. This is of course accompanied
by a higher fuel consumption and cost.

• If the distance and time horizon, i.e. N , is kept constant but the ini-
tial velocity of the merging set is increased, the overall cost decreases
since the acceleration required to achieve the 80km

h
mark is lower. In

contrast, if the initial speed vM0 is too large, meaning considerably
larger than 80km

h
, the merging set would have to brake, increasing

again the overall cost. This e↵ect can be appreciated on the right
corner of the plot where the cost gets slightly higher.

• A decrease in the cost is also visible if the distance horizon and end-
time, i.e. N , are increased. Now the merging set that has an initial
velocity of 30km

h
has a longer distance and time to optimally accelerate

and, therefore, use less fuel.

• Once larger horizons are considered, the di↵erence in the cost of
choosing di↵erent initial velocities for the merging set vanishes. The
reason for this is that if the merging set has a larger time and distance
horizon to meet the final requirements, it can accelerate or decelerate
in a more optimal way, regardless of its initial speed.

Varying Time-Distance Horizon Ratio

Another interesting situation to analyze is the one in which the distance
horizons are kept constant and the time horizon T , as well as the initial
velocity of the merging set vM0 , are varied. As in the last case, the distance
horizons of both sets are equal namely, hP = hM = 1500 m. The initial and
final conditions remain the same as shown on Table 2.3, but the relation
to the parameter N becomes the following

T = N · hP

vP0

, (2.41)

which, as already mentioned, means that the time horizon varies as N does.
Figure 2.12 shows the map representing the normalized cost for di↵erent
values of N and vM0 . The highlights are:

• If N = 1, expressions (2.40) and (2.41) are equivalent and the curves
changing as a function of the initial velocity of the merging set are
exactly the same.

• When the initial velocity is constant, there exists an optimal N , i.e.
time horizon, that minimizes the cost. This particular point in time
coincides with the horizon that is obtained by solving the free end-
time problem. Naturally, this minimizing time varies as the initial
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Figure 2.12: Normalized cost map as a function of the initial velocity of
the merging set and the end-time.

velocity vM0 is changed. For instance, if the initial velocity of the
merging set is 30km

h
and the merging speed is 80km

h
, as it is in the

example shown in Figure 2.12, the optimal time horizon is larger than
if the initial speed of the merging set was 110km

h
, since it takes longer

for the merging set to catch up to the platoon set.

• In contrast to Figure 2.11, as N increases but the distance horizons
hp and hM remain the same, the cost raises. The reason for this is
that if the merging time of the platoon and merging set is too large,
they will have to first brake, in order to wait for some time to pass,
and then aggressively accelerate to meet the end conditions.

2.5.3 Feasibility Analysis

The last two plots are the platform that help determine the feasibility of the
merging maneuvers. Assuming that the platoon set has fully preference,
meaning that it has an initial velocity vP0 that is kept constant throughout
the merging maneuver, the goal is to determine the cost associated to
changing the initial conditions hM and vM0 of the merging set. This can
be helpful if a feasible region for the initial conditions {hM , vM0} wants to
be determined. In other words, if a merging maneuver between two sets
is being considered, in which one of the sets keeps a constant speed, the
computation of such a feasibility map would allow a supervisor controller to
determine whether or not the maneuver is possible, or desirable, to execute.
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Figure 2.13: Normalized cost map as a function of the initial velocity and
distance horizon of the merging set. The red line signifies a maximum cost
that should not be exceeded.

Cost-Based Analysis

A straightforward way to determine whether or not a merging maneuver
is feasible is simply to set a maximum value that the normalized cost can
have. For example, a condition of the form

J(~u(t))

h
=

J(uP (t))

hP

+
J(uM(t))

hM

< c, (2.42)

where c is an arbitrary cost that does not want to be exceeded. In Fig-
ure 2.13, c = 0.08m

s3
and the initial and final conditions are the same as

on Table 2.3. Any combination of initial conditions {hM , vM0} whose cost
surpasses c is not a feasible option and the merging maneuver should not
happen. According to Figure 2.13, if the initial speed of the merging set is
110km

h
and the merging point is only 500 m away, the braking losses make

the maneuver too expensive and it should not be executed.

This plot was created by solving the fixed end-problem for the exact same
time. Of course, if a combination of initial conditions happens to lay outside
of the tolerance region and the time horizon is changed, or the free end-
time problem is solved, the cost will vary accordingly and it may fall back
into the feasible region.

Input Constraint-Based Analysis

Another option is to build the feasibility map by determining which initial
conditions manage to fulfill the final conditions when the HDVs have ac-
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celeration and deceleration constraints. This is probably a more realistic
scenario since in practice the HDVs do not posses the ability to accelerate
or decelerate at will.
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Figure 2.14: Normalized cost map as a function of the initial velocity and
distance horizon of the merging set and the influence of the input con-
straints.

Figure 2.14 solves, again, the fixed end-time problem for the same ini-
tial conditions as in Table 2.3 and constant input constraints, namely,
[uPmin

, uPmax , uMmin
,

uMmax ] = [�1,1,�1, 0.8m
s2
]. If compared to Figure 2.13, at the point

where the initial speed of the merging set is 110km
h

and the merging point
is around 500 m away, the input constraints would not allow the system
to meet the final conditions in that specific time. Therefore, there is no
feasible solution at that point. This is just true for the fixed end-time prob-
lem, a free end-time optimization would simply increase the time horizon
until the final conditions were met. In practice, a mixture of a cost and
input-constrained feasibility map would yield the best results. It is desired
that, within the possible initial conditions of the merging set bounded by
the input constraints, the cost of executing the merging maneuver remains
relatively low.

2.5.4 Discussion

The goal of this section is to give a short overview of the things that were
learned from the results. The three main topics were:

• To analyze the e↵ect of the parameter � of the cost functional on
the optimal input response. It was shown that increasing the value
� makes the control actions of the merging set more expensive than
the ones of the platoon set. The consequence is a flatter, or more
constant, profile of the optimal input policy. This can be useful if two
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platoons of di↵erent sizes would like to me merged and the priority
should be given to the larger one.

• To understand how the initial conditions of the sets a↵ect the final
cost. Several parameters like the time horizon, initial speed and dis-
tance horizon of the merging set were varied and a normalized cost
map was computed. The goal of this part was also to recognize cer-
tain tendencies of the nonlinear model and confirm that they matched
with the results.

• These normalized cost maps were then used to determine whether
a merging maneuver was feasible or not. It was shown that two
approaches, or the combination of both, could be used. One was
based on setting a maximum limit that the cost could reach and the
second one on the limitations imposed by the input constraints. This
analysis is useful if a supervisor controller is in charge of deciding if
the maneuver should be executed or not based on these feasibility
maps and condition (2.5).





Chapter 3

Shrinking Horizon Model
Predictive Control of Platoon
Merging Maneuvers

Ultimately, the goal is to be able to take the optimal trajectories calculated
in the previous chapter and use them in a real-life scenario. The optimal
inputs are only useful if the system on which they are being applied behaves
exactly like the model that was used to compute them in the first place.
From experience, though, it is known that this is not how the world behaves
since in reality there are disturbances that can not be predicted. Specifically
to this problem, this means that if an optimal input trajectory is computed
and applied to a real system of platoons of HDVs, as soon as they would
encounter a small disturbance due to, for example, a change in the wind
acting on favor or against the HDVs, a slight slope on the road, a driver
that is traveling too slow in front of the platoons, etc., the HDVs would
deviate and the optimal trajectory calculated with the techniques of the
previous chapter would not be valid anymore.

3.1 Input-Constrained Free End-Time Sim-
ulation

Shrinking Horizon Model Predictive Control (SHMPC) [6] o↵ers the possi-
bility to recalculate the optimal trajectory every predefined time step. So
in case that the system happens to deviate from its original optimal tra-
jectory due to disturbances, SHMPC will recalculate the optimal input to
be applied in order to still fulfill the final conditions. The box on the next
page shows a step-by-step representation of the control strategy.

37
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1. Optimization Step: Calculate the optimal inputs u⇤
P (t) and u⇤

M(t)
for all t 2 [0, T ⇤] applying the procedure presented in Section 2.4.3
using the current initial conditions hP , hM , vP0 and vM0 . The
final condition vend remains unchanged and the time horizon T ⇤ is
adjusted by the algorithm itself since it is a free end-time optimization.

2. Plant Step: Feed the optimal inputs for t 2 [0,�T ] to the plant,
where �T represents the time horizon after each optimization is going
to take place.

3. Observation Step: Measure the states x̃P (�T ), ˙̃xP (�T ), x̃M(�T )
and ˙̃xM(�T ) that are obtained after applying the optimal inputs for
the period of time �T . These states could di↵er from the optimal
states x⇤

P (�T ), ẋ⇤
P (�T ), x⇤

M(�T ) and ẋ⇤
M(�T ) if the plant included

disturbances for which the model used in the optimization step could
not account for.

4. Pre-Optimization Step: Set the states corresponding to the dis-
placement and velocity at time �T of the plant as the initial conditions
of the next optimization step, namely,

hP = x̃P (�T ),

hM = x̃M(�T ),

vP0 = ˙̃xP (�T ),

vM0 = ˙̃xM(�T ).

Go back to Step 1 and compute again the set of optimal inputs. Note
that this time the new initial conditions corresponding to the actual
situation of the system are used.

5. Final Step: The algorithm stops when the HDVs have merged, i.e.,
when the final conditions are met.

The reason why this method is called shrinking horizon MPC is because the
optimization step computes the entire optimal input policy of the merging
maneuver and not just an equal-sized prediction horizon as in classical
MPC. It is necessary to compute the whole optimal input profile, even if
just the first �T seconds are applied, since the computation of the optimal
solution depends on the final conditions of the problem as pointed out in
Section 2.4.4 trough the BVP. This optimal input policies, u⇤

P (t) and u⇤
M(t),

get smaller as the the maneuver advances since the sets of HDVs get closer
to the merging point as time progresses, hence the shrinking horizon label.
Figure 3.1 illustrates this principle by comparing the receding horizon MPC
to the shrinking horizon MPC. Classic MPC computes the optimal policy
for a fixed horizon of time based on a model of the system, and applies only
the first optimal input as marked by the red portion of the line in Figure
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3.1. After the input has been applied, a new optimal policy is calculated
and the process starts again. SHMPC follows the same principle expect
that it computes the entire optimal policy for the previously explained
reasons. The obtained algorithm is capable of merging two sets of HDVs
even in the presence of unpredictable disturbances. The aim behind this
implementation was to test the optimization tool developed in the previous
chapter in a more applicable and realistic scenario.

Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the di↵erence between classical
MPC and shrinking horizon MPC.
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3.2 Results

This section will present the results of the simulations of the SHMPC al-
gorithm. It will be shown that the disturbances can be as arbitrary as an
unpredictable gust of wind acting against the HDVs or even be tuned as to
imitate state constraints such as unexpected speed limits along the distance
horizon. The model parameters used in this section are the same as the
ones presented in Table 2.1. The initial and final conditions are shown in
Table 3.1. The inclusion of the disturbances to the model was done in the
simulation step by adding an extra term to the system dynamics, namely,

ẍP (t) = uP (t)� crP g � ⇢

2

✓
cd A

m

◆

P

· ẋ2
P (t) + dP (t),

ẍM(t) = uM(t)� crM g � ⇢

2

✓
cd A

m

◆

M

· ẋ2
M(t) + dM(t),

(3.1)

where dP (t) and dM(t) signify the disturbances acting on the platoon and
merging set, respectively. This expansion of the equations allows to add
di↵erent types of disturbances into the simulation step and analyze how
the SHMPC controller reacts to them.

Initial and Final Conditions
Platoon Set Distance to Merging Point hP 1500 m
Merging Set Distance to Merging Point hM 2000 m
Platoon Set Initial Velocity vP0 80 km

h

Merging Set Initial Velocity vM0 90 km
h

Merging Velocity vend 80 km
h

Time Horizon �T 6 s

Table 3.1: Boundary conditions for the simulation of arbitrary distur-
bances.

3.2.1 Arbitrary Disturbances

Arbitrary disturbances model unexpected changes in the driving conditions
of the HDVs. These can be caused by wind acting on favor, or against,
the movement of the HDVs, a slight slope on the road that demands more
throttle action or even slight changes in the mass of the HDVs. Figure 3.2
shows one of these disturbances acting only on the merging set, namely
dM(t), by slowing it down and the corresponding reaction of the optimal
input policies. The blue lines represent the undisturbed trajectories of the
platoon set (continuous lines) and the merging set (dashed lines). The green
lines, on the other hand, show the response of both sets (continuous for the
platoon set and dashed for the merging set) to the disturbance plotted
on the upper right corner of the figure. The upper left plot represents
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the optimal inputs to be applied, the plot on the bottom left the velocity
profiles and the one on the bottom right the displacement of the HDVs.
The most important highlights of the simulation are the following:
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Figure 3.2: Optimal input response when merging set su↵ers an arbitrary
disturbance and the SHMPC controller corrects the maneuver.

1. The optimal inputs of the disturbed system, i.e, the green lines, follow
the same profile as the undisturbed ones, i.e, the blues lines, until the
disturbance starts acting on the system.

2. At that point, the optimization starts compensating for the deviation
from the optimal trajectories by changing the optimal inputs. The
answer of the merging set to the disturbance acting against it and
slowing it down, represented by the green dashed line, is to accelerate
the HDVs, hence the sudden increase of the optimal policy. The
response of the platoon set on the other hand, represented by the
green continuous line, is to slow down the HDVs, hence the drop in the
optimal acceleration profile. The interesting thing to point out is that
even if the merging set is the one being a↵ected by the disturbance,
the platoon set, which is geographically located somewhere else and
experiences no disturbances at all, also compensates for the changes
of the merging set.

3. Since the merging set su↵ers a momentarily decrease of its speed due
to the disturbance, the merging maneuver will take longer. This is
automatically adjusted by the algorithm due to the free end-time
condition after each optimization step. The final result is that the
maneuver gets delayed around 10 seconds but the final conditions are
still met, namely, that the sets merge at the desired velocity of 80km

h

and at exactly the same position.
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3.2.2 Velocity Constraints

Another form that the disturbances can take is as a velocity constraint. For
example, while the merging maneuver is being executed, it is possible that
an unexpected vehicle driving slower in front of one of the sets suddenly
imposes a speed limit that can not be exceeded. Until the set overtakes
this vehicle it is going to be constrained to drive as fast as the speed limit.
This can be modeled as a state constraint on the velocity acting for a
specific interval of time. Figure 3.3 shows how such a constraint could be
implemented. The plot shows a disturbance as a function of the velocity of
the merging set. If the set happens to drive below 80km

h
no constraint will

act, but as soon as this velocity limit is exceeded, a force will start acting
against it. In reality there is no force acting against the HDV if it encounters
a slower driver in front of it, but this is how such a velocity constraint can
be modeled trough a normalized force disturbance. The reason why a linear
profile instead of a step is used, is for numerical reasons. Having a step
function creates discontinuities in the solution of the dynamic equations
that can present some numerical di�culties. Using a linear profile, instead,
allows a smoother calculation of the solution and it simultaneously models
the desired e↵ect.
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Figure 3.3: Disturbance as a function of the merging set’s speed.

In practice, the slow driver would not interrupt the trajectory of the merg-
ing set once it reaches a certain velocity but it would act randomly during
a specific interval of time. That is why the disturbance function presented
in Figure 3.3 is only applied for a certain time.

Figure 3.4 shows the response of the sets to such a velocity constraint.
Again, the upper left corner presents in blue the optimal inputs of the
undisturbed system and in green the optimal policies of the disturbed one
for the merging set (dashed line) and the platoon set (continuous line). The
plot on the upper right corner presents the special form of the disturbance
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that models a velocity constraint. This curve is obtained by using the
function of Figure 3.3 and letting it act on the system between the 20 and
40 seconds mark. Some interesting behaviors of the simulation are the
following:
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Figure 3.4: Optimal input response when merging set su↵ers a velocity
constraint and the SHMPC controller corrects the maneuver.

1. This case simulates the scenario in which both sets are following the
optimal trajectory and after twenty seconds of driving, the merging
set encounters a slow driver that is driving at 80km

h
and it must slow

down to that speed in order to avoid a collision. After twenty more
seconds, the merging set manages to overtake the slow vehicle and it
accelerates again until it merges with the platoon set.

2. As in the last example, the platoon set reacts to the disturbance
applied on the merging set by decreasing its speed and waiting for it
to merge.

3. While the disturbance is active, it is clear how the merging set indeed
respects the speed limit of 80km

h
for twenty seconds. Once the speed

limit is deactivated, i.e., the merging set overtakes the slow driver, it
increases its velocity again, just like a normal driver would react in
that situation.

4. As expected, the slow driver delays the merging maneuver by a couple
of seconds, but the sets still manage to merge at the desired velocity
of 80km

h
and at the same position.
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3.2.3 Model Uncertainties

In all of the past simulations it was assumed that the model parameters
used for computing the optimal trajectories were exactly the same as the
parameters of the real system. This is, of course, not possible in reality. The
model used for calculating the optimal inputs will rarely match perfectly
with the actual conditions of the HDVs. That is why this section focuses
on analyzing how robust to model uncertainties the SHMPC controller is
by computing the optimal policies with di↵erent parameters than in the
simulation step. From the list of parameters of Table 2.2, the one that is
the hardest to match with the real value is the mass of the HDVs. This is
true for several reasons. Firstly, the lone fuel consumption decreases the
vehicles weight by a couple hundreds of kilograms. It is also possible that
the HDVs delivered or picked up some merchandise and that the weight is
not the same as initially calculated. For all these reasons, this part will
focus on the e↵ect of the mass uncertainty of the HDVs on the merging
maneuver performance. This uncertainty is modeled by using di↵erent
masses in the optimization step and in the simulation step as shown in
Table 3.2.

Mass Uncertainty
Mass of Platoon Set in Optimization Step 12 t
Mass of Platoon Set in Simulation Step 15 t
Mass of Merging Set in Optimization Step 18 t
Mass of Merging Set in Simulation Step 15 t

Table 3.2: 20% di↵erence in the mass parameters of the platoon and merg-
ing set for the optimization and simulation step.

Figure 3.5 shows on the upper plot with blue lines the response of the
optimal inputs of an optimization step with the exact same mass values as
the simulation step for the platoon set (continuous line) and the merging set
(dashed line). The green lines represent the optimal policies when model
uncertainties are present, namely, when the masses used in the optimization
step are o↵ by 20% compared to the values of the simulation step. Again,
the dashed line represent the merging set and the continuous lines the
platoon set. The plot in the middle shows the velocity profile and the one
in the bottom the displacement profile. Some interesting characteristics
are:

1. By the nearly negligible di↵erence in the velocity and displacement
profiles between the optimization step with the exact parameters and
the one with approximated values, it is clear that even if these pa-
rameters are as much as 20% o↵ the correct masses, the sets will still
merge as if the masses were perfectly known.

2. In this particular simulation, the mass of the platoon set was underes-
timated and the one of the merging set was overestimated, hence the
continuous overshooting of the optimal input of the platoon set and
the undershooting of the merging set. In other words, the mass of the
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Figure 3.5: Optimal input response for an optimization using di↵erent
values of the mass than the simulation step.

actual platoon set is larger than what the optimization accounted for
and requires, therefore, less input acceleration due to its higher iner-
tia. The opposite case is true for the merging set. The optimization
tool builds the optimal policy based on a larger mass and applies an
input that is too weak for the real merging set. Once it realizes that
the input was too weak, it overshoots in order to compensate for the
error. Nevertheless and as already mentioned, the SHMPC algorithm
is capable of dealing with these model uncertainties, too, and correct
the optimal trajectory in such a way that the final conditions are met.

3.2.4 Discussion

After showing the response of the SHMPC controller to di↵erent distur-
bances applied to the system, the most important remarks are the follow-
ing:

• The built controller is capable of adjusting the optimal trajectory,
in the presence of unpredictable disturbances, in such a way that it
fulfills the imposed final conditions and successfully completes the
merging maneuver. This property allows the possibility of using the
controller for real-life applications.
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• Even though the velocity constraints are not a real force acting against
the HDVs, as considered in (3.1), but are the braking reaction of the
HDV to a possible collision target, it was shown that this control
algorithm is also capable of adapting to such constraints.

• The robustness of the controller was also tested through the intro-
duction of a discrepancy between the masses of the optimization and
simulation step. This allows to analyze how the controller reacts to
model uncertainties. The results showed that even in the presence of
large di↵erences between the model parameters and the real values,
the final conditions are still met.

3.2.5 Control Strategy

Before this strategy can be fully implemented it is necessary to determine
how the communication between all the di↵erent components of the system
will happen. There are two main approaches that will be briefly discussed in
this section, namely, centralized and decentralized control. A more detailed
analysis of this topic is beyond the scope of this thesis but it is worth
mentioning some of the main ideas behind it.

Centralized Control

This type of control implies the presence of a central unit that is responsible
for gathering and delivering the necessary information to execute the con-
trol actions through vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication. This
means that a centralized controller would have the two main tasks of:

1. Act as a supervisor controller and decide, based on condition (2.5)
and the feasibility maps of Section 2.5.3, whether or not the merging
maneuver is beneficial.

2. If the controller decides to execute the maneuver, the second task
would be to gather the current velocity and position of the sets of
HDVs and compute the optimal input policies with the procedure
presented in Chapter 2. These optimal strategies, u⇤

P (t) and u⇤
M(t)

for t 2 [0,�T ], would then be communicated to both sets of HDVs
and simultaneously applied. After the time horizon �T has passed,
the centralized controller would retrieve the current positions and ve-
locities, x̃P (�T ), ˙̃xP (�T ), x̃M(�T ) and ˙̃xM(�T ), and build a new
optimal input policy based on the real values of the system. This pro-
cedure is repeated until the platoon and merging set have successfully
completed the maneuver. The acquisition of the position and veloc-
ity of the sets of HDVs could be done by using a Global Positioning
System (GPS) that tracks the HDVs along their trajectories.
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Decentralized Control

Alternatively, the controller can be decentralized and the communication
would take place between the two sets of HDVs, namely, through vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communication. After the merging maneuver is determined
to be beneficial, still decided by a supervisor controller, the platoon and the
merging set would then intercommunicate and exchange current positions
and velocities, with the help of a GPS device and its own tachometer, and
with that information calculate their own optimal input policies, u⇤

P (t) and
u⇤
M(t), respectively. The next step is to execute the policy for the period

of time �T and re-exchange the positions and velocities, corresponding to
x̃P (�T ), ˙̃xP (�T ), x̃M(�T ) and ˙̃xM(�T ), in order to compute the new op-
timal input strategy. This would be repeated until both sets of HDVs have
merged.

Both of these approaches have advantages and disadvantages if compared
to each other. Centralized control o↵ers the concept of a global awareness
[2] and the possibility to coordinate multiple maneuvers with each other.
In addition to this, it reduces the costs of having expensive machines on
board of the HDVs to compute the optimal input strategies. Decentralized
control, on the other hand, could be more reliable thanks to the fact that
the V2V communication is generally more accurate than V2I communi-
cation, simply because the HDVs are geographically closer to each other
than to a centralized station. Nevertheless, a deeper analysis should be
executed in order to determine which control strategy is more appropriate.
As previously mentioned, the aim of this section was to briefly touch on
the di↵erent forms that the technology developed in this thesis could have.
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Conclusion

HDV platooning o↵ers many benefits ranging from the possibility of im-
plementing an automated coordination of the tra�c system to the large
fuel savings that can be achieved by driving in such a configuration. As
any other promising technology, vehicle platooning faces questions that still
need to be answered. This thesis dealt with the specific problem of merging
two platoons, coming from di↵erent roads, into a single highway and assure
that they remain driving as a larger platoon, whilst using the least amount
of fuel. The solution to this problem is relevant since it makes possible the
mutual cooperation of the platoons in a freight network system by allow-
ing them to merge in the most fuel-e�cient manner and, therefore, truly
exploit the benefits of HDV platooning.

The thesis followed a series of steps in order to build a controller that would
perform this task. Firstly, as presented in Chapter 2, the idea was to get
progressively closer to a model that could describe the merging maneuvers
and the dynamics of the HDVs as accurately as possible. Then, optimal
control was used to solve the optimization problem of achieving this ma-
neuver in the most fuel-e�cient way. The result of this chapter was the
computation of the optimal input policies of the platoon set and the merg-
ing set that would merge them using the least amount of fuel. The final
part presented some interesting variations of the model’s initial and final
conditions in an e↵ort to better understand the behavior of the system and
the optimal solutions. Calculating the cost of the fixed end-time merging
maneuvers for di↵erent conditions allowed to visualize the benefits in the
cost reduction of the free end-time optimization case. Also, the computa-
tion of feasibility maps proved to be a useful tool for a supervisor controller
that could be in charge of deciding whether or not the merging maneuver
should be executed.

49
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If these optimal input policies were applied to a real system, the HDVs
would follow the optimal trajectory for the first seconds of the maneuver
and afterwards inevitably deviate from it, which means that the platoons
would not merge. The reason for this is that, on one hand, the optimal
policies were calculated with a model of the real system, which means that
its parameters do not exactly match with the true values. In addition to
this, the model is just a close representation of the system and is, therefore,
not an exact description of it. On the other hand, the real system of HDVs
has inevitable and unpredictable disturbances that a↵ect its performance
and that the model can not account for. That is why Chapter 3 focuses
on using the optimization tool developed in Chapter 2 in a SHMPC set-
ting in order to create a controller that can perform the optimization every
predefined time horizon and correct the optimal policies, continuously ac-
counting for the model uncertainties and the disturbances that a↵ect the
system. The final result of the thesis is a robust controller that can merge
two platoons in the most fuel e�cient manner whilst dealing with model
uncertainties, speed limits and undesirable disturbances. This opens the
possibility for two platoons that are driving to a common destination, but
are coming from di↵erent origins, to maximize the platooning time along
their trajectories and, therefore, save as much fuel as possible.
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4.1 Outlook

The goal throughout the completion of this thesis was to use a model that
described the dynamics of the HDVs as accurately as possible. That is
why the set of equations (2.22) was used in the optimization problem. The
consequence of this was having to solve a nonlinear BVP with numerical
techniques such as the shooting method. From a scientific point of view,
this approach is quite accurate and yields very precise optimal policies.
It also allows the better comprehension of the physical phenomena that
are being studied. From a practical point of view, though, if this controller
would be implemented to merge real HDVs, a simplified version of this pro-
cedure could be considered. This would be done by either linearizing the
nonlinear system (2.22), or by directly using a linear version of the model.
This last suggestion would mean having a linear, and not quadratic, depen-
dence of the velocity to the air drag. Once a linear version of the dynamics
of the HDVs in state space form is obtained it is straightforward to use,
for example, MATLAB’s Model Predictive Control Toolbox to create the
desired controller. The inclusion of input and state constraints, as well as
the extraction of this approach to a physical controller, becomes easier too.

Another interesting point to consider is the fact that this thesis dealt with
the merging maneuver of two platoons of HDVs. In principle, this method
could be expanded to merge N platoons in the most fuel-e�cient man-
ner. In that case, the intercommunication between the platoons becomes
an important topic that should be carefully considered. In summary, the
future work regarding the merging maneuvers of HDVs platoons lays in
simplifying the model and making it easier to implement. A linear version
of the model would also help in the analysis of the stability, reachability
and controllability of the system.
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